
























Thurlby & Northorpe Open Gardens 

Good evening, Everyone, 

  

Who doesn’t enjoy spending time in their garden, either weeding, mowing the 
grass or simply just sitting surrounded by flowers, birds and insects? 

Something I think we can all admit to is, enjoying looking around OTHER 
people’s gardens. 

Seeing how they compare to ours, gleaning new ideas for planting or layouts 
and generally just being a little bit NOSY! …in a nice way of  course. 

One of  our long-standing residents, Margaret Spooner, began the idea of  
Thurlby & Northorpe Open Gardens back in 2002. 

Back then, the village was a very different place. We had shops, pubs – yes, in 
the plural and fewer homes too.  

The centre and hub of  activity was on the great expanse of  lawn which 
fronted the White House, the Courton’s home on the bend at the Green, now 
where the new house, number 23, is across from the vets.  

Tables, chairs, marquees and stalls were arranged, cakes and cups of  tea 
were served to anyone who turned up and then visitors would stroll off  to 
visit as many gardens as they could manage.  

Thankfully, the organisers always seemed to have a good deal going with the 
weather gods, because, mostly, they had a good, sunny weekend.  

As time went by, different organisers took up the reins and the base of  
operations eventually moved into the hall at the Methodist Chapel, at the 
junction of  Chapel Lane and High St.  

Here, the teas, coffees and cakes were once again on offer. And an array of  
raffle prizes plus other local crafts.  

My predecessors were Janet and Paul Brown and Maureen and Nick  their 
opposite neighbours.  

They kept to a very similar format except they now split the proceeds 
between St Firmin’s Church and the Methodist Chapel. Previously, the 
proceeds had gone solely to St Firmin’s.   



They were fortunate to have sponsorship from Larkfleet homes in Bourne, 
who paid to have the eye-catching signs made. Signs which we are still using 
today. We just have to tweak the dates on them.  

Around 5/6 years ago, Janet and Maureen decided to step away from 
organising the Open Gardens. Maureen and husband Nick were due to move 
away and Janet and Paul were retiring and had plans.  

The gauntlet was cast! the word went out - New Organisers Needed for Open 
Gardens!! 

No one stepped forward.  

If  you’ve attended or participated in the Open Gardens, then you’ll 
appreciate the great atmosphere this brings upon our village each time. A 
real community spirit.   

It was sad to think this might go missing from our bi-yearly agenda.  

So, very tentatively I offered to take on the task but only if  someone else 
would do it with me.  

No one came forward that first year ….EEEK !! 

Regardless - stubborn is my middle name – I decided, nothing ventured etc.  

That first year was a VERY steep learning curve. There was so much to 
remember and lists galore. Thankfully, Janet was on hand to answer my many 
questions and also to hand over all the signage, and boxes of  banners, 
bunting, blue tack, raffle ticket books etc etc etc.  

She also tipped me off  about who to tell, when to tell the local press and 
where and when to place the signs. 

However, slowly but surely – a happy band of  supporters made themselves 
known and soon things began to fall into place. It is like a giant (now familiar) 
jig saw puzzle, with pieces that need placing in a certain order.  

Over the following years, Ros Bennett has stepped up to be my co-organiser 
and she has brought her own special blend of  creativeness to the event. 
Where I organise, she makes it pretty! This year she is incorporating a Yarn 
Bombing of  our village. That will be a very colourful sight to behold.  



We try to involve the children each time by having a theme.  

One year we had puppies, then Bees. This time it will be butterflies. We give 
the children a spot sheet and as they go round the gardens, they have to note 
in which garden they spotted the butterfly, placed somewhere by the host. 
There’s always a small prize for them at the end.  

There is a national Open Gardens Website and we always ensure we are 
listed on there.  

We have had visitors from quite some distance – New Zealand- one year!! (I’m 
sure there were other reasons for them to be here).  

We keep going, whatever the weather. The advantage with our event being 
over two days is that those who purchase their Gardens Passport on the 
Saturday, are free to return on the Sunday. So, if  either the weather turns foul 
or the visitors don’t get around all the gardens – they have a second chance.  

Local crafts people or gardening connected companies are invited to host a 
table at the hall.  

We hold a raffle both days and kind local companies and businesses donate 
prizes as well as the residents.  

The Parish Council very generously give us an amount of  money for which we 
are extremely grateful, since there are some purchases which cannot be 
avoided, like raffle ticket books, vinyl lettering for signage, extra raffle prizes 
and sometimes extra ingredients for the delicious cakes supplied.  

One person I cannot fail to mention is someone who, until this year has been 
almost the backbone of  our presence at the Chapel and probably many years 
before that ---- 

DAVID STEVENSON. He has grown hundreds if  not thousands of  plants to 
sell over the weekend at his table just outside the hall. His knowledge of  all 
things floral is extensive we will sorely miss him this year as he feels he can 
no longer do this but we are so grateful for the donations he has given over 
the years through his plants.  

THANK YOU, DAVID.  

Thankfully we do have some residents who have stepped up to offer to take 
his place and carry on the good work. Principally, a lady called Pippa, who I 
met for the first time 2 weeks ago. She is approaching this with quite some 
zest and has a veritable nursery of  plants prepared to put on sale already!  

Our total donation, split between the two churches climbs upwards each two-
yearly event. Last time we managed to top the £2000 figure which was 
brilliant and much appreciated.  



Nothing is ever taken from the amount raised. The entire amount is donated.  

We thank our wonderful supporters, Parish Council and residents of  Thurlby 
and Northorpe for making all of  this possible. Here’s to another great event in 
June.  




